Established in 2002, RMZ Corp is a leading player in the real estate industry,
continuously growing and bringing a fresh perspective to what infrastructure and
space is all about. Our aim is to change the way people view workspaces by building
what we like to call the third space – one that bridges the gap between professional
and personal spaces to enable holistic growth.
Everyone who works at an RMZ campus becomes a part of the larger RMZ
communities. Today that community includes 150,000+ members and 200+
enterprise customers across five cities, numbers that are continuously on the rise.
RMZ Corp has 30 million square feet of real assets that are smart, connected and
collaborative, with a singular vision to build this to 60 million square feet by 2023.
Every RMZ IT Park is designed with the goal of building not just state-of-the-art
infrastructure but engaged communities. We own all our assets and provide the space
and services to nurture not just the way our members work, but the way they live.
Beautiful, collaborative workspaces, designed and built with the principles of
sustainability and conservation in mind, are at the core of each RMZ campus. They are
suitably complemented by an array of plush amenities from fine dining restaurants, a
foodcourt, health and recreation services, art installations, retail services and more.
We also take the initiative to organize various events giving priority to both
entertainment and enrichment. Using exponential technology – artificial intelligence,
network and sensors – we are reshaping the way our community works by increasing
efficiency and productivity while creating an outstanding member experience.
At RMZ we define the future of spaces as places which give members the opportunity
to choose how they work, be it in terms of location or hours. We believe that our
spaces will offer them the flexibility they need to work, play, eat, socialize, exercise or
just connect with like-minded individuals. Our endeavour is to bring a communal vibe
to the workspace and create a generation of interconnected individuals by bringing to
together global Fortune 500 companies, medium and small enterprises along with
start-ups in a chic, industrial aesthetic with large communal areas.
Our focus remains on building the next generation of inspiring spaces where success is
measured by personal engagement and not just the bottom line. We see ourselves as
disrupters of the way traditional work places are perceived and creators of new
spaces that are both a means and destination to holistic growth of the individual.

